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Kendall and kylie kuwtk contract

Kendall and Kylie Jenner launched a swimwear collection Monday morning, available exclusively on Revolve.com, and personally we couldn't think of anyone better to give us a capsule collection at the height of summer, plagued by some of our favorites from the 80s and 90s retro swimsuit styles. After all, the sisters are part of a family
that loves their beach and poolside shots. And since we're talking about the famous Kardashian-Jenner brood, Kendall and Kylie Jenner credit their mother, Kris Jenner, as their inspiration for the swimsuit style. Kylie Jenner has even been known to slip a retro suit or two into her mom's closet on occasion. In an interview with Vogue, Kylie
said: We were inspired by the old-school swimsuits of the 80s as my mother used to wear. She added: My mother has the most amazing swimming collection of the 70s and 80s. I've been wearing them lately, so we were really inspired by this sexy sports atmosphere. It seems that the sisters might have drawn inspiration from a few other
styles their family recently showed, as a monokini cut looks extremely like an all-white style that Kim Kardashian was spotted in only last summer. Her version was made by designer Sanabri Sisters Style.The sisters also included some camouflage styles that coordinate perfectly with Kylie Jenner's own capsule collection that was released
in June (and was then met with allegations that she copied the utilitarian styles). Lately, she has been spotted on many social media platforms wearing similar one-piece sports swimsuits, sports bikinis, and cut-out pieces. Kendall and Kylie Jenner's new collection is also full of two pieces and one high-cut pieces, all in eye-catching shards
and neon, classic whites and blacks, and the aforementioned camo print. The complete collection can be shopped at Revolve.com and ranges from $57 for a thong bikini bottom to $165 for a knit swimsuit. More swimsuit stories:Kylie Jenner teaches you how to use Snapchat: After the not-so-happy episode of last Sunday, this Sunday
night's kourtney and Khloe Take the Hamptons was kind of a relief. BUT ONLY SOME KIND OF. It was still a pretty dark time of reality TV. (A remarkable bright spot: Mason telling Kim that he wants a little sister so he can name her Twilight Sparkle. I must also mention that he wore ridiculously cute PJs. UGH he is too adorable.) After
some deliberation, Scott decided that he would end up in a rehab facility. Shortly after leaving the Hamptons, all the women went down to New York. The occasion: the kelebration of the 30th anniversary of Khloe. The timing of Kris, Kim, Kendall and Kylie's visit was pretty ace: Kourtney and Khloe went through it and needed all the family
love they could get. It is normal for an age milestone to provoke an introspection/intense what is my life at the moment analysis, but Khloe felt downright bad. She was disappointed that she was no longer married to Lamar. She was disappointed that she did not have children. Where she was was not where wanted to be 30. She wasn't
there for kelebrating. (When Khloe was pissed at the fit of her birthday yacht party dress, I thought to myself: YOU ARE PEEVED TO ALL THAT YOU WANT to BE PEEVED AT, KHLOE. YOU'VE HAD SOME TOUGH YEARS. ALSO, IT'S YOUR PARTY AND YOU CAN CRY IF YOU WANT. After a failed attempt to talk to Khloe about
being 30, Kris scored in Kim. And that was the right call. At the end of the conversation, Khloe seemed to be much better minds. I don't know if it was Kim I was in your place at the age of 30, look where I am now, all is well pep talking or that scalp masseur, but Khloe seemed to feel much better about bidding for her 20s farewell. While
she kelebrated khloe birthday weekend with her family, Kourtney has assumed some personal problems of her own. She feared that Scott, who oscillated between the treatment he was receiving and his hatred, would immediately leave his rehabilitation. While having lunch at a distracting and crowded restaurant, Kourtney told Kim that
she did not know where she and Scott were standing, but that they would find out later. His concern: that Scott got the help he needed. Khloe, Kim and Kris worry: Kourtney got the help she needed. So they arranged a face-to-face meeting with a relationship therapist. (And not just any therapist, but a therapist they summoned to the
Hamptons all the way from Arizona.) Kourtney was worried at first, but after chewing her nails silently for thirty seconds, she said she would be down to talk to Leigh.No, their family visit didn't totally fix everything that's going on in Kourtney and Khloe's life (Kris Jenner can do wonders, but she's not a real magician), but he made me say
I'm so happy that you're HERE, KRIS AND KIM AND We needed you! out loud on my television. (I don't know what that says about me.) Picture: Timothy White/E! Stay up tot with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Stay up tot with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Newsletter!
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